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Abstract: The structure of an isolated Ag+(benzylamine)
complex is investigated by infrared multiple photon dissocia-
tion (IRMPD) spectroscopy complemented with quantum
chemical calculations of candidate geometries and their
vibrational spectra, aiming to ascertain the role of competing
cation-N and cation-π interactions potentially offered by the
polyfunctional ligand. The IRMPD spectrum has been re-
corded in the 800–1800 cm� 1 fingerprint range using the IR
free electron laser beamline coupled with an FT-ICR mass

spectrometer at the Centre Laser Infrarouge d’Orsay (CLIO).
The resulting IRMPD pattern points toward a chelate coordi-
nation (N-Ag+-π) involving both the amino nitrogen atom
and the aromatic π-system of the phenyl ring. The gas-phase
reactivity of Ag+(benzylamine) with a neutral molecular
ligand (L) possessing either an amino/aza functionality or an
aryl group confirms N- and π-binding affinity and suggests an
augmented silver coordination in the product adduct ion
AgþðbenzylamineÞðLÞ.

Introduction

Phenylalkylamines are an important class of bifunctional
compounds endowed with both a π-electron rich aromatic ring
and an amino functional group representing an n-type
nucleophilic site. Likely due to their potential to establish
bimodal interactions, numerous phenylalkylamines are known
to exert major biological functions. Catecholamines, belonging
to the family of arylethylamines derived from L–DOPA, are
notable examples because they have essential roles in neural
transmission.[1–3] Active interest has thus grown aimed at

assessing intrinsic structural features of catecholamines and
phenylalkylamines in general, under unperturbed conditions as
allowed by a study in the gas phase. The sampled molecules
were examined as protonated species, corresponding to the
prototropic form prevailing at physiological pH values. To this
end, the combined approach based on infrared (IR) ion
spectroscopy and quantum chemical calculations has provided
detailed structural information regarding protonated molecules
representative of this relevant class of compounds, including
(substituted)2-phenylethylamine, ω-phenylalkylamines, and
neurotransmitters such as serotonin and dopamine.[4–14]

The present work focuses on the parent phenylalkylamine,
namely benzylamine (C6H5CH2NH2, BA). Two electron-rich func-
tional groups of π- and n-character are separated by the
methylene unit which prevents direct resonance interaction
between the two sites. Any electrophile may thus select either
center. For example protonation occurs exclusively at the amino
group forming an ammonium ion.[8,15] As the alkyl chain joining
the ammonium and phenyl ring becomes longer, the charge-
bearing site may engage in cation-π interaction,[8] a binding
motif that has been widely documented and characterized by
IR ion spectroscopy.[16–19] Operating in an isolated state and in
the absence of solvation, any effect that may contribute to
charge delocalization within the charged molecule or complex
tends to be magnified and exploited.

Cation-π interactions have an established important role in
a variety of contexts including several fields of biology, organo-
metallic chemistry and materials science. They typically involve
an electrostatic interaction between the electron density of a π-
system and a cationic site, usually a metal ion, which is also
driven, even if to a lesser extent, by induction, dispersion and
charge transfer.[17,20,21]

A large amount of valuable evidence is available on the
competing binding of π- and n-donor sites to a metal ion in the
gas phase, including metal ion interactions with substituted
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benzenes and indole[22–24] and cation-π effects in the complex-
ation of alkali metal cations with aromatic amino acids
ðMþðAAAÞÞ.[25] The latter effects are, however, estimated not to
contribute significantly to the overall binding in M+(AAA).
Interactions with the amino acid backbone are rather prevailing,
according to a thorough discussion based on threshold
collision-induced dissociation data.[26]

In this contribution, benzylamine is let to interact with Ag+

as selected electrophile. This cation shares similar properties
with alkali metal ions. For example, its closed shell d10

configuration confers a prevailing electrostatic nature in ligand
binding, while the tendency to form two-coordinate structures
in a linear geometry has been ascribed to hybridization
between the 4dz2 and 5s orbitals resulting in sdz2 hybrid
orbitals.[27,28] At the same time silver is also redox active, a
characteristic which is responsible for its antibacterial activity.
Though not present in biological systems, Ag+ has demon-
strated an ability to bind to the aromatic portion of the side
chain of amino acids and to stabilize the DNA structure.[29,30]

In a recent report, cation-π complexes of Ag+ with benzene,
toluene and furan have been studied with ultraviolet laser
photodissociation and photofragment imaging, providing new
information on the cation-π bond energies.[31] IR ion spectro-
scopy has proven to be a valuable tool to shed light on the
structural features of complexes of the noble metals
silver,[17,32–40] gold[41–46] and platinum,[47–53] with a variety of
ligands yielding a wealth of valuable information such that only
partial reference may be given here. It has been reported that
complexation of Ag+ with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons is
accompanied by substantial charge transfer, emerging from the
analysis of the IR bands of the complexes compared to those of
the bare ligands.[54] In the case of phenol as ligand, the
formation of an Ag+ π-complex has been assessed by IRMPD
spectroscopy, while bonding to the hydroxyl group is calculated
to be less favorable.[17] In contrast, an aromatic N-heterocyclic
ligand, such as pyridine (Pyr), preferably interacts with Ag+ by
the nitrogen lone pair attaining a linear Pyr� Ag+� Pyr
configuration.[55] Also in the Ag+(uracil) complex Ag+ binds to
the n-sites, namely the N and O atoms of multiple tautomeric
forms.[39] The interaction with the two diverse electron-rich
groups of benzylamine needs to comply with the constraint
due to the fact that the two sites are joined by a simple CH2

linkage. The ensuing structural and reactivity features of the
Ag+(benzylamine) complex were sampled herein by IRMPD
spectroscopy operated at the Centre Laser Infrarouge d’Orsay
(CLIO). As usual, the experimental IRMPD spectrum was
evaluated by comparison with the linear IR absorption spectra
calculated for low-energy isomers. Additionally, ion-molecule
reactions were investigated in the cell of an FT-ICR mass
spectrometer searching for structure-specific reactivity behav-
ior.

Experimental Section
All reagents and solvents used in this work were research grade
products purchased from Sigma-Aldrich s.r.l. (Milan, Italy) and used

as received. A mM methanol solution of BA and an equimolar
AgNO3 hydroalcoholic (CH3OH/H2O 1 :1 v/v) solution were mixed to
obtain a stock solution, which was subsequently diluted to μM
range. The ions of interest Ag+(BA) and Ag+(BA)2 were obtained by
direct infusion of the μM sample solution through a fused silica
capillary into an electrospray ionization (ESI) source at a flow rate of
120 μLh� 1.

MSn experiments

Tandem MS experiments were carried out in Rome using a Paul ion
trap (Esquire 3000+ , Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) coupled
to an ESI source working in positive polarity mode in the m/z 50–
500 range. For each analysis, 40 scans were coadded with an
accumulation time of 5 ms. In particular, peaks at m/z 214 and 321
(corresponding to the monoisotopic Ag+(BA) and Ag+(BA)2 clusters,
respectively) were mass isolated and fragmented by varying the
resonance excitation amplitude between 0.05 and 0.70 V, to
evaluate the appearance of competitive and/or consecutive
fragmentation pathways.[56] Helium was used as collision gas at a
nominal pressure of 1.5×10� 6 mbar.

ESI FT-ICR MS and kinetic experiments

High-resolution mass spectra and kinetic experiments were per-
formed in Rome using a Bruker BioApex FT-ICR mass spectrometer
equipped with an Apollo I ESI source, an infinity cell and a 4.7 T
superconducting magnet. Analyte solutions were directly infused in
the ESI source. After desolvation by a heated (400 K) N2 drying gas,
ions were accumulated in a hexapole ion guide for 1 s to be then
injected into the ICR cell kept at room temperature. Therein, ions of
interest were mass isolated by ion ejection procedures and allowed
to react with the selected neutral, admitted through a needle valve
at a stationary pressure in the 0.4–10×10� 8 mbar range.[57] Pressure
readings were measured with a cold-cathode sensor (IKR Pfeiffer
Balzers S.p.A., Milan, Italy), calibrated by using the rate constant for
the reference reaction CH4

+ +CH4!CH5
+ +CH3

* (k=1.1×
10� 9 cm3s� 1) and corrected for different response factors.[57] Relative
abundances of the parent and product ions were monitored as a
function of time.[58–60] Pseudo-first-order rate constants (k’) were
obtained from the semilog decrease of the parent ion abundance
versus time. Second-order rate constants (kexp) were obtained by
dividing k’ by the neutral concentration. An estimated error in the
absolute rate constants of �30% is typically due to uncertainties in
the pressure measurements. The reaction efficiencies (Φ) were
obtained as the ratio between kexp and the collision rate constant
(kADO) calculated according to parametrized trajectory theory.[61] In
addition, kinetic experiments were evaluated by using the best-
fitting software GmKin (GK).[62] In this way the consecutive k2 rate
constant for a two-step reaction could be obtained.

IRMPD spectroscopy

The IRMPD spectrum of Ag+(BA) was recorded in the fingerprint
range (800–1800 cm� 1) using the beamline of the IR free electron
laser (FEL) at CLIO. The electron energy of the FEL, operating at a
repetition rate of 25 Hz, was set at 44 MeV. The FEL radiation was
admitted into the cell of a hybrid FT-ICR tandem mass spectrometer
(APEX-Qe Bruker) equipped with a 7.0 T actively shielded magnet
and a quadrupole-hexapole interface for mass filtering and ion
accumulation.[63] Ions were mass selected in the quadrupole and
accumulated in the hexapole containing argon as buffer gas to
permit collisional thermalization prior to their transfer into the ICR
cell. Selected Ag+(BA) ions were irradiated for 2 s with the IR FEL
light, and photofragmentation was assisted by an additional CO2
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laser pulse (10 W, λ=10.6 μm) lasting 38 ms and following a few μs
after each FEL macropulse. Its chosen length ensures that no
fragmentation occurred by action of the CO2 laser only. After this
sequence the resulting ions were mass-analyzed. IRMPD spectra
report the photofragmentation yield R (R= � ln[Iparent/(Iparent+
ΣIfragment)], where Iparent and Ifragment are the integrated signals of the
mass peaks of parent and fragment ions, respectively) as a function
of the wavenumber of the IR radiation.

Computational details

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed to
optimize the geometry of the Ag+(BA) adduct.[64] In particular,
vibrational and structural features were simulated using the B3LYP
functional and two different basis sets (6-311+G(d,p) and LanL2TZ
for light atoms and silver). The LanL2 pseudopotential was used for
Ag core electrons, to reduce computational cost and to include
relativistic effects.[65,66] Frequency analysis allowed to define
whether computed stationary points could be qualified as energy
minima and to obtain thermodynamic data. Calculated IR spectra
are reported using a Lorentzian profile, with an associated width
(FWHM) of 20 cm� 1 for consistency with experimental spectral
resolution. Mode assignment was achieved by comparison of the
experimental IRMPD spectra with the calculated linear IR spectra.
Harmonic vibrational frequencies were scaled by a factor of 0.96 in
the sampled fingerprint range. To obtain a better simulation of
non-covalent interactions, structures were re-optimized at the MP2/
6-311+G(d,p) (Ag: LanL2TZ) level.

Results and Discussion

Preparation and characterization of Ag+(BA) adducts

The mass spectrum of a 1 :1 solution of BA and AgNO3 recorded
by direct infusion-ESI on a FT-ICR instrument is reported in

Figure 1. Confirmation about elemental composition of each
ion was gained by both accurate mass measurements and
comparison between experimental and simulated isotopic
pattern. The high-mass accuracy of the FT-ICR technique has
revealed Ag+(BA) (corresponding to molecular formula
C7H9NAg) at m/z 213.97792/215.97761, with a mass deviation of
� 0.5 ppm from the monoisotopic exact mass. The recorded
isotopic distribution reported in Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information clearly shows the presence of silver isotopes, 107Ag
and 109Ag, in their natural abundance (51.84% and 48.16%),
further confirming the peak assignment.

Interestingly, weak signals appear at m/z 321.05081/
323.05067, corresponding to the Ag+(BA)2 complex. No evi-
dence of Ag+(BA)n complexes with n>2 was detected which
may be viewed as evidence for the favored Ag+ coordination
number being two.

To appraise the appearance of competitive and/or consec-
utive dissociation paths, both Ag+(BA) and Ag+(BA)2 ions were
submitted to collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments.
The high-resolving power of the FT-ICR analyzer has delivered
accurate masses of fragments. For CID conducted on the ions
with m/z 214, the appearance of a main fragment is revealed at
m/z 106.06504 (Figure S2) identified as [C7H8N]+ arising from
loss of AgH. Its identity was confirmed by measuring the mass
accuracy which showed an error of � 0.7 ppm. This finding well
matches with a previous report by Schäfer et al., showing loss
of AgH as major CID process for several Ag+(alkylamine)
complexes, recognized to lead to the thermodynamically
favored products.[67]

CID experiments performed in a Paul-type ion trap at
varying resonance excitation amplitude has allowed to follow
the appearance and development of fragmentation paths, thus
resulting in the breakdown graphs reported in Figure S3, which

Figure 1. ESI FT-ICR mass spectrum of a of a 1 :1 μM solution of BA and AgNO3. The monoisotopic peak of the Ag+(BA) complex (corresponding to
12C7

14NH9
107Ag) is detected at m/z 213.97792 (see Figure S1 for calculated isotopic distribution) whereas Ag+(BA)2 is revealed as tiny signals at m/z 321.05081/

323.05067. Enlargements of signals associated to Ag+(BA) and Ag+(BA)2 are shown in the insets (in black and red color, respectively). Ions at m/z 196 and
302/304 are due to the protonated ion and silver complex of a BA impurity with molecular weight of 195 u.
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show relative ion abundances as a function of collisional
excitation. Gas-phase dissociation of the m/z 214 adduct has
revealed the rise of a [C7H8N]+ (m/z 106) species as main
fragmentation product. A minor competitive channel leads to
the formation of another fragment at m/z 91, ascribed to C7H7

+.
The dissociation of Ag+(BA)2 ions yields Ag+(BA), by loss of BA,
which then undergoes the above-described dissociation paths.

IRMPD spectroscopy and structural characterization

IRMPD spectroscopy provides information about intrinsic struc-
tural features of the examined chemical species under minimal

perturbation by the environment, namely in the absence of
solvent and matrix effects. Furthermore, this approach permits
a direct correlation between experimental results and com-
puted geometries of candidate isomers and to assign each
IRMPD band to its corresponding vibrational mode.

Irradiation with photons at 1028 cm� 1 displays the photo-
fragmentation products of Ag+(BA) and Figure S4 shows the
mass spectrum of isolated Ag+(BA) ions recorded after irradi-
ation. The photodissociation mass spectrum is superimposable
onto the one obtained by CID (Figure S2),[56] confirming loss of
AgH to be the prevailing low-energy fragmentation path.

The experimental IRMPD spectrum (red profile in Figure 2) is
characterized by the presence of three dominant bands at 914,

Figure 2. Calculated IR spectra (black) and experimental IRMPD spectrum (red) of mass-selected Ag+(BA) ions in the fingerprint range. Wavenumbers (in cm� 1)
of the most important bands are reported in the IRMPD spectrum. Relevant calculated vibrational modes, NH2 scissoring and wagging modes, are highlighted
by blue circles and green diamonds, respectively. On the right side, optimized geometries of various low-energy isomers are reported. Relevant interatomic
distances in Å are shown. Calculated relative free energies (298 K) at the B3LYP and MP2 (in brackets) level are reported in kJ mol� 1.
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1028 and 1569 cm� 1 and less pronounced features at 1185,
1332 and 1437 cm� 1.

The scaled harmonic IR spectra calculated for the low
energy isomers BA� Ag_1, BA� Ag_2, and BA� Ag_3 were
obtained for the corresponding optimized geometries (upper
panels in Figure 2, Table 1). BA� Ag_1 is the most stable isomer
and characterized by Ag+ coordinated to both the amino
nitrogen and the aromatic ring, with a binding energy (ΔH at
298 K) of 233 kJmol� 1 (at B3LYP level). Details on relevant
interatomic distances are reported on the right side of Figure 2.
The geometry optimized at the MP2 level shows that Ag+

located above the aromatic plane, virtually over the C1� C2
bond in η2 configuration, with bond lengths of 2.78 and 2.59 Å
for Ag� C1 and Ag� C2, respectively. This coordination mode,
where the metal ion resides above the midpoint of a C� C bond
near the edge of an aromatic ring, is a common structural
feature in Ag+(arene) complexes.[31,54] In this conformation, the
C2� H2 bond appears to be tilted out of the aromatic plane by
an angle of 8.5° in the opposite direction relative to the metal
ion. Moreover, Ag+ is bound to the amino nitrogen, located at
a distance of 2.33 Å. The higher-energy isomers BA� Ag_2 and
BA� Ag_3 display a single coordination motif for Ag+, bound to
either the amino nitrogen or the aromatic ring, respectively.
The interaction with nitrogen is thermodynamically favored. In
fact, the relative free energy of BA� Ag_2 is 25.5 kJmol� 1 (MP2),
much lower than the one of BA� Ag_3 (63.0 kJmol� 1). The
charge distribution in BA� Ag_1-3, as obtained by natural
population analysis, is reported in Figure S5. The positive
charge remains largely localized on silver, in agreement with
relative ionization energies of 7.58 and 8.5 eV for Ag and BA,
respectively.[68] One may note that the positive charge on silver
is lowest (0.918) in BA� Ag_1, consistent with the cooperative π-
and N-interaction.

By comparing the IRMPD profile with the calculated IR
spectra, a very good match with the most stable isomer
BA� Ag_1 is clear, thus confirming the metal chelate coordina-
tion (N� Ag+� π) with both the amino nitrogen and the aromatic
ring as the prevailing binding motif in the sampled ions.
Comparing the three calculated harmonic spectra highlights
the presence of mainly two vibrational modes that are

influenced by the different Ag+ binding sites, namely the NH2

scissoring and NH2 wagging modes. The former is computed
near 1585 cm� 1 for both BA� Ag_1 and BA� Ag_2. However,
BA� Ag_3, which lacks the N-Ag+ interaction, displays a slightly
higher frequency for this mode (1605 cm� 1), thus modifying the
profile of the calculated spectrum in this spectral range. The
effect of Ag+ coordination on the NH2 wagging is more
pronounced and goes in parallel with the magnitude of the
Ag+-N interaction. In particular, a linear correlation is found
between the partial negative charge on N and the wagging
frequency. In BA� Ag_2, where Ag+ is bound only to the amino
nitrogen, the NH2 wagging mode is observed at the relatively
high frequency of 1119 cm� 1. In contrast, the same mode in
BA� Ag_3, which has a free NH2 group, is calculated at 807 cm� 1.
Coherently, BA� Ag_1 presents an intermediate situation, with
the NH2 wagging located at 1020 cm� 1. Indeed, a strong IRMPD
band is observed at 1028 cm� 1. In consideration of the nearly
background activity observed in the IRMPD spectrum at the
wagging frequencies of BA� Ag_2 and BA� Ag_3, one may
estimate the contribution of these isomers to be less than 10%
in the sampled ion population.

Table 1 lists wavenumbers and relative intensities (in
parentheses) of the main IRMPD absorptions. The vibrational
mode assignment is also reported, as derived from the
calculated IR spectrum of BA� Ag_1. As already evident from the
very good matching between the experimental spectrum and
the computed IR spectrum of BA� Ag_1 displayed in Figure 2,
one finds satisfactory agreement between experimental and
calculated frequencies. The largest deviation amounts to
16 cm� 1, with an average deviation of 10 cm� 1, confirming the
vibrational and isomer assignments given in Table 1. Interest-
ingly, even modes with calculated oscillator strengths some-
what below 10 kmmol� 1 are well observed in the IRMPD
spectrum. A complete list of vibrational modes pertaining to all
three BA� Ag_1-3 isomers is provided in Table S1.

Table 1. Observed IRMPD bands of the Ag+(BA) complex and calculated vibrational frequencies of BA� Ag_1.

Wavenumber [cm� 1] Assigned vibrational mode[b]

IRMPD Calculated[a]

BA� Ag_1

914 882 (15) rock CH2� σ C� N� β NH
901 (24) β oop Har � β oop Car

1028 1020 (47) wag NH2

1185 1175 (16) σ Car� Cbenz

1332 1341 (9) wag CH2� twist NH2

1437 1419 (8) β ip CHar� σCCar

1444 (7) sciss CH2

1460 (6) β ip CHar

1569 1547 (6) ring breathing
1562 (10) ring breathing
1585 (43) sciss NH2

[a] Vibrational modes obtained at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level (Ag=LanL2TZ). Intensities in kmmol� 1 in parentheses. [b] β=bending; σ= stretching;
rock= rocking; wag=wagging; sciss= scissoring; twist= twisting; ip= in plane; oop=out of plane; ar=aromatic; benz=benzylic.
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Ion-molecule reactions

The reactivity of Ag+(BA) ions toward a few neutral ligands (L)
possessing an N atom and/or an aromatic ring has been
investigated by ESI FT-ICR mass spectrometry. The sampled
ions, obtained in solution and transferred into the gas phase by
the ESI process, were guided into the ICR cell to test their
reactivity with L and eventually to obtain some insight related
to their structure. It may be expected that separating the
functional groups (phenyl and amino moieties) present in BA
into distinct molecular reagents (such as an aromatic hydro-
carbon and an amine) would produce poorly efficient ligands in
replacing BA and substitution reactions should hardly be
observed. Coordination at the metal would in fact be depleted
by an entering monofunctional ligand if the Ag+(BA) complex
were stabilized by chelate BA binding. When Ag+(BA) ions were
let to react with a stationary concentration of L (L= toluene,
mesitylene, pyridine, and piperidine, henceforth abbreviated as
Tol, Mes, Pyr, Pip, respectively), a primary addition product was
observed with all examined ligands. In no case was a ligand
substitution product observed. All reactions led to the complete
disappearance of the reactant ion, according to Equation (1).
Only in the case of the reaction with Pip, a further step
involving BA substitution occurs after the first addition, as
outlined in Equation (2).

AgþðBAÞ þ L! AgþðBAÞðLÞ (1)

AgþðBAÞðLÞ þ L! AgþðLÞ2 þ BA (2)

The time dependence of ion abundances is exemplified by
the reaction with Tol and Pip, conforming to addition and
addition+ substitution, respectively (Figure 3). The fitted kinetic
curves (dashed lines) well match the experimental data.

The formation of the Ag+(BA)(L) adduct with L=Mes ion is
shown in the ESI FT-ICR mass spectrum reported in Figure S6,
while the formation of both Ag+(BA)(L) and Ag+(L)2 ions with
L=Pip is displayed in the mass spectrum shown in Figure S7.
Representative plots of ion abundancies as a function of time
are reported in Figure S8 for L=Mes and Pyr. Second-order rate
constants (kexp) along with reaction efficiencies (Φ) are reported
in Table 2.

The kinetic efficiency values show Tol to be the least
reactive among the tested ligands. A fairly activated arene such
as Mes is three times more efficient. A somewhat surprising
result concerns Pyr and Pip showing comparable efficiency as
the aromatic hydrocarbons. Also listed in Table 2 are the proton
affinity (PA) values of each ligand. This thermodynamic
parameter is defined as � ΔH for the attachment of a proton to
the isolated molecule in the gas phase. The proton affinity is
obviously not an ideal parameter for comprehending the

Figure 3. Time dependence of ion abundances for the Ag+(BA) reaction with toluene (panel A) at 2.5×10� 8 mbar and piperidine at 4.5×10� 9 mbar (panel B).
Dashed lines represent fitted kinetic curves.

Table 2. Kinetic data for the gas phase reaction of Ag+(BA) ions with selected neutrals (L).

L Proton affinity
[kJ mol� 1][68]

kexp

[10� 10 cm3 molecule� 1 s� 1]
Φ[a]

Toluene 784 1.2 12
Mesitylene 836 3.4 31
Pyridine 930 3.7 24
Piperidine[b] 954 5.8 47

[a] Reaction efficiency: Φ= (kexp/kcoll)×100. [b] A rate constant k2=0.34×10� 10 cm3molecule� 1 s� 1 is obtaned for the ligand displacement [Equation (2)].[62]
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behavior of the Ag+ ion, which is much softer than the
proton.[69,70] A sodium affinity scale could provide more proper
values for evaluation of the results. However, sodium affinities
are not available for all ligands, nor are other alkali metal ion
affinity values. It is found, though, that alkali metal ion binding
energies follow the same trends as PAs.[25] This notion is in fact
verified by the sodium affinity for toluene (113 kJmol� 1)[23] and
for pyridine (127 kJmol� 1)[71] to be compared with PA values of
784 and 930 kJmol� 1, respectively.[68] A 12–18% increase in
sodium/proton affinity is observed for pyridine compared with
toluene. Thus, the listed PA values may assist in some
reasoning. To start with, it is noteworthy that a powerful base
such as Pip, which can only provide coordination via the N
atom, does not displace the less basic BA (PA=913 kJmol� 1).
This negative evidence suggests that ligand exchange may be
energetically unfavorable and supports the chelate coordination
of BA through both n- and π-donation. Ligand displacement
occurs only as a second step and the ultimate formation of
AgþðLÞ2 with L=Pip may reflect the presence of only this
neutral in the FT-ICR cell, driving the reaction irreversibly. The
rate constant for this consecutive step corresponding to an
efficiency of only 3.0% may be viewed as another effect of the
powerful coordination exerted by BA, making it a reluctant
leaving group. As noted above, no displacement reaction is
observed for the other tested ligands.

While the electron-deficient π-ring of pyridine is not prone
to engage in Ag+ binding,[55] the reaction efficiencies of pure π-
ligands in the addition reaction appear remarkable. Mes is
nearly as efficient as Pip in forming Ag+(BA)(L), indicative of the
notable affinity of Ag+ for coordination to π-systems. On the
other hand, the significant affinity of Ag+ toward π-donors
relative to N-donors is already testified by the Ag+-L binding
energy (BE) when L is the parent aromatic ring or parent amine,
namely benzene and ammonia. In spite of a large PA difference
favoring NH3 by >100 kJmol� 1,[68] the BE values are approx-
imately the same for L=C6H6 and NH3 (ca. 159[16,71,72] and
170 kJmol� 1,[71–73] respectively).

Geometry of gas-phase Ag+(BA)(L) adduct ions

Additional insight into the structure of so-formed Ag+(BA)(L)
ions has been sought by quantum chemical computations. To
evaluate plausible isomeric structures for the adduct ions
obtained by the reaction of Ag+(BA) with selected ligands, a
computational survey has been performed. Concerning the
structure of Ag+(BA)(L), three sets of geometries were consid-
ered, formally derived from the three distinct structures of
AgþðBAÞ reported in Figure 2 by association of the second
ligand. The optimized geometries thus obtained are displayed
in Figure 4. In all structures listed in the first column, the Ag+

(BA) unit retains the chelate coordination geometry that was
found to be the most stable one (BA� Ag_1), prevailing in the
sampled population. In the second column, the Ag+(BA) unit is
ligated by N-coordination to the metal (as in BA� Ag_2), while in
the third column Ag+(BA) is bound by π-coordination (as in
BA� Ag_3). Each Ag+(BA) moiety is then allowed to interact with
L and the resulting adducts were optimized at both
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) and MP2/6-311+G(d,p) levels of theory.
While Figure 4 collects structures from MP2/6-311+G(d,p)
optimizations, the results of computations at the B3LYP/6-311+

G(d,p) level are shown in Figure S9.
Table 3 shows the thermodynamic data for the computed

structures according to the two levels of theory employed. In all
cases, B3LYP results indicate isomers of series 1 and 2 to be
very close both in relative enthalpy and in relative free energy.
In contrast, the folded structures of series 1 are favored by
�8 kJmol� 1 in relative G according to MP2 data. This finding
can be related to B3LYP not being able to properly simulate the
non-covalent interaction of Ag+ with the aromatic ring.[74,75]

Elements of series 3 are consistently higher in enthalpy (free
energy) by�49 (44) kJmol� 1 according to either computational
approach.

A few geometrical features related to the Ag+(BA)(L)
complexes with L=Mes (representative π-ligand) and L=Pip
(representative N-ligand) may deserve a comment. In general,

Table 3. Computed thermodynamic data for Ag+(BA)(L) isomers together with ligand binding energies (BEs).

Isomers B3LYP[a] MP2[a]

BE[c] BE[c]

Hrel
[b] Grel

[b] H[b] G[b] Hrel
[b] Grel

[b] H[b] G[b]

BA_Ag_1_Tol 0.0 0.0 103.5 59.6 0.0 0.0 119.2 79.6
BA_Ag_2_Tol 6.6 0.5 26.1 17.6
BA_Ag_3_Tol 56.6 47.5 53.5 53.1

BA_Ag_1_Mes 0.0 0.0 108.3 70.3 0.0 0.0 140.7 88.3
BA_Ag_2_Mes 1.2 � 0.9 28.4 11.1
BA_Ag_3_Mes 51.5 45.4 49.5 44.5

BA_Ag_1_Pyr 0.0 0.00 159.4 119.3 0.0 0.0 157.8 115.4
BA_Ag_2_Pyr 0.6 � 0.18 16.2 9.2
BA_Ag_3_Pyr 54.9 50.0 53.9 45.7

BA_Ag_1_Pip 0.0 0.0 161.6 120.6 0.0 0.0 166.5 121.5
BA_Ag_2_Pip � 0.3 0.03 18.0 8.3
BA_Ag_3_Pip 54.0 50.3 51.3 58.9

[a] 6-311+G(d,p) and LanL2TZ for light atoms and silver, respectively, [b] 298 K, in kJmol� 1. [c] BEs report � ΔH/ΔG for the process: Ag+(BA)+L!Ag+

(BA)(L), L=Tol, Mes, Pyr, Pip.
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the folded structures of series 1 complexes maintain the
binding motifs already present in BA_Ag_1. Comparatively, the

presence of Mes as additional ligand in BA_Ag_1_Mes strength-
ens the Ag+-N interaction (bond length varies from 2.33 to

Figure 4. Optimized geometries for Ag+(BA)(L) ions (L=Tol, Mes, Pyr, Pip) at the MP2 level. Bond distances (in Å) are indicated by dashed lines.
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2.24 Å in BA_Ag_1 and BA_Ag_1_Mes, respectively), while
weakening the Ag+-π interaction (Ag� C1 bond length varies
from 2.78 to 2.96 Å in BA_Ag_1 and BA_Ag_1_Mes, respec-
tively). The electron-rich character of the Mes ring is reflected in
the rather short Ag� CH(Mes) distance of 2.32 Å, to be compared
with the lengthened Ag� C1(BA) distance of 2.96 Å. The latter
value is also found for BA_Ag_1_Pip, in which the two N(Pip)
and N(BA) atoms share an approximately linear Ag ligation at
2.19 and 2.22 Å distance, respectively. It is worthwhile to
underline here that the drive towards attaining a linear
coordination geometry has been recently reported also for the
hydrated Ag+ ion in aqueous solution, as indicated by results
combining X-ray absorption spectroscopy with ab initio MD
simulations.[27] The preference for a first shell linear coordination
that is well ascertained for [Ag(H2O)2]

+ in the solid state is thus
found to emerge also in the more complex solution environ-
ment. The tendency of the metal to attain the favored linear
coordination is ubiquitous in the structures displayed in
Figure 4. It appears also in BA_Ag_3_Mes, for which the
Ag� CH(Mes) and Ag� C4(BA) distances of 2.35 and 2.40 Å reflect
the stronger activation of the mesitylene π-system. As already
observed for BA_Ag_1_Mes, the increased silver coordination in
BA_Ag_1_Pip moves the BA ring carbon to 2.96 Å from the
original distance of 2.78 Å in BA_Ag_1, likely due to steric
hindrance in attaining a proper arrangement of the increased
ligation sites around the metal.

Association free energy and reactivity

Generally, gas-phase association reactions conducted below the
high-pressure limit are considered barrierless,[76–78] so that a
correlation is expected between the binding free energy of
AgþðBAÞðLÞ complexes and the kinetics of the corresponding
AgþðBAÞ þ L association process.[76–78] Binding energies were
then calculated at both adopted levels of theory by relating
each addition complex to the reference state represented by
the most stable Ag+(BA) structure (BA� Ag_1) and the selected
neutral ligand as separated partners. Results are reported in
Table 3, showing N-ligands to be favored for both enthalpy and
free energy reasons. Differences become smaller when viewing
the results at the MP2 level. For example, the difference in
association free energy between Mes and Pyr amounts to
49.0 kJmol� 1 according to B3LYP data and to 27.1 kJmol� 1 from
MP2 calculations. Clearly the latter approach is better suited to
describe delocalized non-covalent interactions engaging a π-
electron system. The soft BA-ligated Ag+ shows remarkable
affinity for the arene ligands. This notion may be evidenced by
the span in proton affinity between Pip and Tol of 170 kJmol� 1

(Table 2), which reduces to 47.3 kJmol� 1 when the MP2 binding
enthalpy of the two ligands to Ag+(BA) is considered. Thus,
though failing to account for the somewhat higher association
efficiency of Mes relative to Pyr, the computational results
confirm the noteworthy tendency of Ag+ to establish highly
favored, if not preferential, cation-π relative to cation-N
interactions. Within the same coordination mode, the binding

energy data quite confirm the Mes>Tol and Pip>Pyr efficiency
trend.

Conclusion

Ag+(BA) ions represent a simple prototypical model system, in
which Ag+ is allowed to interact with π-type and/or N-donor
sites that are separated by a methylene bridge. The most stable
geometry, namely BA� Ag_1, is found to display a folded
N� Ag+� π chelate conformation allowing both Ag+� π and
Ag+� N interactions. This structure is clearly evidenced by the
IRMPD spectrum recorded on the naked ion delivered by ESI
from solution into the gas phase. Alternative geometries
enabling just either Ag+� π or Ag+� N coordination lie at 26 and
63 kJmol� 1 in relative free energy (MP2), and no significant
contribution is ascribable to these species in the sampled ion
population. The remarkable affinity of Ag+ for π-donors is well
evidenced by the kinetic study of the ligand addition reaction
Ag+(BA)+L!Ag+(BA)(L). Reaction efficiencies for the associa-
tion of Ag+(BA) with L= toluene, mesitylene, pyridine, and
piperidine lie all within the same order of magnitude, in spite of
widely different proton affinities of L ranging from 784 kJmol� 1

(Tol) to 954 kJmol� 1 (Pip). The rather narrow range in the
reaction efficiency trend, toluene<pyridine<mesitylene<pi-
peridine, is instead fairly in line with Ag+(BA) association
enthalpy values, covering a rather small 47 kJmol� 1 gap. The
major issue here is that the affinity of π-ligands is quite
comparable to that of N-ligands. The reported computed data
for Ag+(BA) ligand addition refer to the thermodynamically
favored process starting from BA� Ag_1 and leading to a
AgþðBAÞðLÞ adduct in which the bidentate BA coordination to
Ag+ is maintained. It may be underlined that the increased
coordination around the metal in forming the BA_Ag_1_L
family of complexes yields rather folded structures, quite
different from the more expanded and flexible BA_Ag_2_L and
BA_Ag_3_L series for which BA ligation is limited to the N- or π-
site, respectively. Forthcoming studies are planned to gain
experimental evidence about the structure of Ag+(BA)(L)
complexes, based on IRMPD spectroscopy and ion mobility
mass spectrometry.[79–81]
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IR multiple photon dissociation spec-
troscopy unveils the structure of the
Ag+(benzylamine) complex (Ag+(BA)),
presenting a N-Ag+-π chelate coordi-
nation involving both the amino
nitrogen and the phenyl π-system.
The gas-phase reactivity of Ag+(BA)
with neutral molecular ligands (L)
confirms N- and π-binding affinity and
indicates an augmented silver coordi-
nation in the Ag+(BA)(L) adduct.
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